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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, travelling has become a habit for many people. Some people 

travel at least or once a year, twice a year to visit their interested places all 

over the world. One of the major problems during travelling is budget travel 

that has been faced by tourist. It is because they unable to obtain information 

about cost that involved travelling activities that being expend by their 

travellers. Budget travel management is very essential for tourist and failing 

to manage the budget travel can lead to cost of travelling such as time 

wasting, money spending, and energy effort. Part of the problem is that they 

spend much time to search the travel agencies or searching internet about the 

information they need and starting planning their budget based on the 

information they obtain from the survey. They also do not know how to 

manage their budget travel and lacks some tools to do. Besides that the tourist 

also difficulties in finding and familiarizing the location for their interested 

activities which they have problem in planning their activities during travel. 

The 'Budget Travelling Mobile Application' is a new innovative system 

whereby it is being developed in order to assist tourist in finding their 

location based on activities, planning their travelling and arrange their 

budget. Based on the finding and analysis, the questionnaire has been given 

to the 33 respondents and testing our system on their mobile phone. After 

that, the researcher had analyzed their questionnaires and found out that the 

respondent are agreed with the system is user friendly, the text and image are 

simple and the design was suitable for tourists. Also it is shows that the 

objectives stated in the chapter one has successfully achieved where finding 

location based on activities and manage budget for travellers in the Android 

platform 
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